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Formula Student Spain 

13th Edition registration procedures 

A. General Information FSS 2023: 

Formula Student Spain 2023 event will be held from Sunday 6th of August until Saturday 12th 

of August*.  

Combustion and Electric vehicles with driver will be accepted, as well as Combustion 

and Electric vehicles without driver (Driverless). Hybrid vehicles or teams without a 

running car will not be allowed.  

Vehicles with driver will be allowed to participate with the same vehicle in the Driverless 

competition.  

There will not be FS Hybrid competition nor DV Cup competition in FSS 2023. 

 

*All the teams that participate in FS Portugal or FS East will have a late on-site registration 

and schedules that help competing in those Events as well as in Formula Student Spain.  

 

B. Registration procedures FSS 2023: 

 

B.1. Main features 

 

Complete Registration form through the link included in our Formula Student Spain website 

(www.formulastudent.es).  

 

FSS 2023 will admit a maximum of 85 registered Teams for the ACCEPTED TEAM LIST 

and a maximum of 20 Registered teams for the PREFERENCE WAITING LIST. There 

will be no limit for the STANDARD WAITING LIST.  

 

B.2.-Registration dates 

 

FSS 2023 REGISTRATION will be opened from Friday 3rd of February, 16:00 CET till 

Sunday 5th of February, 16:00 CET.  

 

The FSS 2023 Quiz will take place on Monday 6th at 17:00 CET of February, for those 

teams who have completed the registration previously. 

 

B.3.- Selection Criteria:  

 

First come fist serve with all QUIZ correct answers. 

There will be priority for:  

A. Winners from last edition 

B. Teams that have participated in all FSS Editions 

C. Spanish teams 

http://www.formulastudent.es/
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D. Teams in the Top Ten Overall Finishers and Top Ten World Ranking Teams of 2022 

(according www.fs-world.org). 

 

B.4.- After Registration Dates:  

 

Thursday 9th February 2023 at 09:00 CET The list of the 85 pre Accepted Teams will be 

published, as well as the list of the 20 Preference Waiting List Teams and the Standard 

Waiting List. 

 

• Pre-accepted teams:  

 

They will receive a confirmation by email with all the details for the complete payment of the 

Fee. To confirm the registration, teams will have 72h to do the payments. If the proof of 

payment has not arrived within these 72 hours after the email confirmation, registration will 

be cancelled. The price of the registration will not be refunded.  

 

• Preference waiting list teams:  

 

They will receive a confirmation by email with all the details, and all the teams in the 

preference waiting list must pay 500 EUR in order to confirm their interest. This payment will 

be done after the confirmation of all the pre-accepted teams. Therefore if one accepted team 

does not pay the fee, the fist team in the preference waiting list, will be given 72h to pay the 

fee. Once all the teams in the pre-accepted team list have paid their fee, the teams in the 

preference waiting list will receive the email with all the payment details to save the spot . If 

the proof of payment has not arrived within these 72 hours after the email confirmation, 

registration will be cancelled. The price of the registration will not be refunded. If the team is 

not possible to be accepted at FSS 2023 finally, the 500 EUR will be refunded. 

 

C. Questions 

Please, contact FSS Team Link: fss@formulastudent.es 

 

http://www.fs-world.org/

